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Abstract: This study aims at contributing to lower bounds for empirical
compatibility constants or empirical restricted eigenvalues. This is of im-
portance in compressed sensing and theory for ℓ1-regularized estimators.
Let X be an n × p data matrix with rows being independent copies of a
p-dimensional random variable. Let Σˆ := XTX/n be the inner product
matrix. We show that the quadratic forms uT Σˆu are lower bounded by a
value converging to one, uniformly over the set of vectors u with uTΣ0u
equal to one and ℓ1-norm at most M . Here Σ0 := IEΣˆ is the theoretical in-
ner product matrix which we assume to exist. The constant M is required
to be of small order
√
n/ log p. We assume moreover m-th order isotropy
for some m > 2 and sub-exponential tails or moments up to order log p for
the entries in X. As a consequence we obtain convergence of the empiri-
cal compatibility constant to its theoretical counterpart, and similarly for
the empirical restricted eigenvalue. If the data matrix X is first normalized
so that its columns all have equal length we obtain lower bounds assuming
only isotropy and no further moment conditions on its entries. The isotropy
condition is shown to hold for certain martingale situations.
62J07.
Keywords and phrases: compatibility, isotropy, quadratic forms, re-
stricted eigenvalue, sparsity, transfer principle.
1. Introduction
Let X be an n× p data matrix with rows being i.i.d. copies of a random vector
XT0 ∈ Rp. We consider the empirical inner product matrix Σˆ = XTX/n. For
a vector u ∈ Rp, let ‖u‖q be its ℓq-norm (1 ≤ q ≤ ∞). We examine sparse
quadratic forms uT Σˆu where u is sparse in the sense that ‖u‖1 ≤ M for some
constant M ≥ 1. We will provide lower bounds for min{uT Σˆu : uTΣ0u =
1, ‖u‖1 ≤ M} with Σ0 := IEΣˆ being the theoretical inner product matrix
which we assume to exist. The constant M will be required to be of small
order
√
n/ log p.
A motivation to study lower bounds for quadratic forms comes from theory for
ℓ1-penalized estimation methods. Here the so-called (empirical) compatibility
∗The authors gratefully acknowledge financial support of the Swiss National Science Foun-
dation, grant nr. 20PA20E-134495. We are moreover very grateful to Guillaume Lecue´ for his
helpful comments.
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constant plays an important role. It is defined as follows. For S being a subset
of {1, . . . , p}, write uj,S = ujl{j ∈ S} (j = 1, . . . , p) and u−S := u − uS . The
compatibility constant ([17]) is
φˆ2(L, S) := min{|S|uT Σˆu : ‖uS‖1 = 1, ‖u−S‖1 ≤ L}.
The condition φˆ2(L, S) > 0 for suitable values of L and S allows one to
establish oracle inequalities for the Lasso. Indeed, let u0 be the sparse vector
we want to recover and let S := {j : u0j 6= 0} be its active set. Let ξ ∈ Rn be a
“noise” vector. Consider the Lasso
uˆ := arg min
u∈Rp
{
‖ξ +Xu0 −Xu‖22,n + 2λ‖u‖1
}
where λ > 0 is a tuning parameter and where we use the notation ‖v‖22,n :=
vT v/n, v ∈ Rn. For λ > λ0 =: ‖ξTX‖∞/n it holds that
‖X(uˆ− u0)‖22,n ≤ (λ+ λ0)2|S|/φˆ2(L, S) (1.1)
where L := (λ + λ0)/(λ − λ0). We refer to [4] and the references therein. In
the literature result (1.1) is considered to be an “oracle inequality” if - in a
suitable asymptotic formulation - the constant L remains bounded (i.e. λ is of
the same order as λ0) and φˆ
2(L, S) stays away from zero. In the present paper,
this case may serve as benchmark case. We give non-asymptotic results and
some asymptotic consequences showing that under certain conditions φˆ2(L, S)
indeed stays away from zero.
Closely related is the so-called null space property1 (see e.g. [6]) used in exact
recovery. One says that X has the null space property relative to S if for all
u ∈ Rp with Xu = 0 it holds that ‖uS‖1 < ‖u−S‖1. The null space property
is the same as the condition φˆ(1, S) > 0 and implies in the noiseless case exact
recovery of a sparse signal u0 with active set S using basis pursuit ([5]):
argmin{‖u‖1 : Xu = Xu0} = u0.
The compatibility constant is also a close relative of the (empirical) restricted
eigenvalue defined in [2] as
κˆ2(L, S) := min{uT Σˆu : ‖u‖2 = 1, ‖u−S‖1 ≤ L‖uS‖1}.
It is easy to see that κˆ2(L, S) ≤ φˆ2(L, S). An example where κˆ2(L, S) will be
much smaller than φˆ2(L, S) is given in [19]. In that example κˆ2(1, S) is about
1/|S| whereas φˆ2(1, S) is about 1/2. One sees that for large values of |S| the
difference is substantial.
In many cases (e.g. when applying the Lasso) the data are first normalized:
for σˆ2j := Σˆj,j one replaces the j-th column Xj of X by X˜j/σˆj , j = 1, . . . , p.
Therefore we study in Section 5 the compatibility constant for normalized design
φ˜2(L, S) := min{|S|uT Rˆu : ‖uS‖1 = 1, ‖u−S‖1 ≤ L}
1We thank Emmanuel Cande´s for pointing this out.
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and restricted eigenvalue for normalized design
κ˜2(L, S) := min{uT Rˆu : ‖u‖2 = 1, ‖u−S‖1 ≤ L‖uS‖1}.
where Rˆ := X˜T X˜/n with X˜ := (X˜1, . . . , X˜p) being the normalized Gram ma-
trix.
1.1. Organization of the paper
After some notations and definitions in the next section, we present in Section 3
a bound for sparse quadratic forms. The lower bounds for the empirical compat-
ibility constant and empirical restricted eigenvalue follow from this. The upper
bounds depend on fourth moments. We will show that φˆ(L, S) converges to its
theoretical counterpart, and similarly for κˆ(L, S) (see Theorem 4.2). For this we
need (L + 1)
√
s to be of small order
√
n/ log p (for the lower bound). This is
detailed in Section 4. In Section 5 we consider the transfer principle from [13]
which allows one to show that for the case where the data are normalized very
weak moment conditions suffice. Section 6 is devoted to a discussion with related
work. There we summarize the comparison of results in Table 1. In Section 7 we
make a brief comparison of the results when we drop the isotropy assumption.
We show convergence of |uT Σˆu − uTΣ0u| uniformly over ‖u‖1 ≤ M assuming
sub-exponential entries in X0. In Section 8 we examine the higher order isotropy
condition. Finally, Section 9 contains the proofs.
2. Notation and definitions
We let Σ0 := IEX0X
T
0 = IEΣˆ be the theoretical inner product matrix. Its smallest
eigenvalue is denoted by ψ20 . We do not assume ψ0 > 0. For m ≥ 1, and Z a
real-valued random variable, we introduce the notation
‖Z‖mm := IE|Z|m.
Thus uTΣ0u = ‖
〈
X0u
〉‖22 where 〈X0u〉 is the inner product XT0 u, u ∈ Rp.
Let XTi,· be the i-th row of X (i = 1, . . . , n). We write for a function f : R
p →
R,
‖f‖22,n := ‖f(X)‖22,n :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
f2(Xi,·)
and
‖f‖22 := ‖f(X0)‖22 := IE‖f(X)‖22,n
so that ‖Xu‖22,n = uT Σˆu.
Definition 2.1. We say that a random variable Z is Bernstein with constants
σ and K if for all k ∈ {2, 3, . . .}
IE|Z|k ≤ k!
2
Kk−2σ2.
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Definition 2.2. We say that a random variable Z ∈ R is sub-Gaussian with
constant C if for all λ > 0
IE exp[λ|Z|] ≤ 2 exp[λ2C2/2].
Let us denote for k = 1, 2 the Orlicz norm by
‖Z‖Ψk := inf{c > 0 : IE exp[|Z/c|k]− 1 ≤ 1}.
Then being a Bernstein random variable is equivalent to having finite ‖ · ‖Ψ1-
norm (i.e., being sub-exponential) and sub-Gaussianity is equivalent to a finite
‖ · ‖Ψ2-norm. We have chosen for the Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 in order to have
simple explicit dependence on the constants later on.
Note that if a random variable is sub-Gaussian with constant C it is also
Bernstein with constants σ = 2 and K =
√
2C. Moreover, a Bernstein random
variable Z with constants σ and K always has σ ≤ 3K and so ‖Z‖m ≤ mK for
all m ∈ {3, 4, . . .}.
We use the definition of [12] or [11] of a sub-Gaussian vector (in a slightly
alternative formulation).
Definition 2.3. A random vector X0 ∈ Rp is sub-Gaussian with constant C if
for all u ∈ Rp with ‖〈X0u〉‖2 = 1 the random variable 〈X0u〉 is sub-Gaussian
with constant C.
The main concept we will use in this paper is weak isotropy for which we
now present the definition.
Definition 2.4. Let m ≥ 2. The random vector X0 ∈ Rp is weakly m-th order
isotropic with constant Cm if for all u ∈ Rp with ‖
〈
X0u
〉‖2 = 1 it holds that
P (|〈X0u〉| > t) ≤ (Cm/t)m ∀ t > 0.
A Gaussian vector is sub-Gaussian with constant 1 and is strongly m-th
order isotropic (defined in Definition 6.1) with constant
√
2Γ
1
m ((1+m)/2)π−
1
m ,
m ≥ 2.
Definition 2.4 (and 2.3) are invariant under rotations: if ψ0 > 0 one may
without loss of generality assume Σ0 = I here. We however explicitly do not
assume Σ0 = I because conditions on the ℓ1-norm are not invariant under
rotation. In contrast to the literature where the “isotropic” case is sometimes
defined as the case Σ0 = I our definition of isotropy is rather to be understood as
uniformity in all one-dimensional directions (very much like isotropy of functions
in Besov spaces).
3. Lower bounds for sparse quadratic forms under higher order
isotropy
The first result of Theorem 3.1 below is as in [16] and is given for completeness.
It is only of interest when p is smaller than n. The result is improved in [7]. We
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refer to Section 6 for a discussion. The second result of Theorem 3.1 extends the
situation to the case where p can be larger than n but ℓ1-restrictions are invoked.
Here we need bounds on Rademacher averages. A Rademacher sequence is a
sequence of independent random variables ǫ1, . . . , ǫn where each ǫi takes values
±1 with probability 1/2. We assume that ǫ := (ǫ1, . . . , ǫn)T is independent of
X . Consider the Rademacher averages
WT := (W1, . . . ,Wp)
T := ǫTX/n.
and let ‖W‖∞ := max1≤j≤p |Wj |. We will need bounds for IE‖W‖∞. If the entries
in X0 are Bernstein with constants σX and KX , then applying Lemma 14.12 in
[4] gives
IE‖W‖∞ ≤ σX
√
2 log(2p)
n
+KX
log(2p)
n
. (3.1)
and it is this bound that is invoked in the second result of Theorem 3.1. Further
bounds for IE‖W‖∞ are discussed in Subsection 3.1.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that for some m > 2 the random vector X0 is weakly
m-th order isotropic with constant Cm and define
Dm := [2Cm]
m
m−1 (m− 1)/(m− 2). (3.2)
Then for all t > 0 with probability at least 1− exp[−t]
inf
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1
‖Xu‖22,n−1 ≥ −
[
Dm
(
16
√
p
n
+
√
2t
n
)m−2
m−1
+
8D2m
3
(
t
n
)m−2
m−1
]
. (3.3)
If in addition the entries in X0 are Bernstein with constants σX and KX , then
for all t > 0 with probability at least 1− exp[−t]
inf
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1, ‖u‖1≤M
‖Xu‖22,n − 1 ≥ −∆Ln(M, t) (3.4)
where
∆Ln(M, t) := Dm
(
16Mδn +
√
2t
n
)m−2
m−1
+
8D2m
3
(
t
n
)m−2
m−1
(3.5)
with δn := σX
√
2 log(2p)
n +KX
log(2p)
n .
Asymptotics In an asymptotic formulation suppose that Cm, KX and σX
remain fixed and that (log p)/n = o(1). Then the second result (3.4) of Theorem
3.1 says that for M = o(
√
n/ log p) one has
inf
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1, ‖u‖1≤M
‖Xu‖22,n ≥ 1− oIP(1).
Remark 3.1. The constant t in the formulation of Theorem 3.1 allows one to
choose the confidence level of the result. If t is large (for example p large and
t = log p) the bounds will be true with large probability. Of course for very large
t the bounds will become void.
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Remark 3.2. We have not attempted to obtain small constants in the bound of
Theorem 3.1. In fact, the last “smaller order” term in the expression (3.5) for
∆Ln(M, t) can be refined but this will make the expressions more involved.
Remark 3.3. The technique to prove Theorem 3.1 does not rely on the fact that
we consider squared functions |(Xu)i|2, i = 1, . . . , n. For example, one may use
it for bounding
inf
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1,‖u‖1≤M
‖Xu‖qq,n
where for q ≥ 1
‖Xu‖qq,n :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
|(Xu)i|q.
Then one could e.g. use weak isotropy conditions of order m > q. However a
motivation for having such results is perhaps lacking.
Theorem 3.1 is based on a truncation argument. For the case of a sub-
Gaussian vector X0 the truncation level can be taken rather small leading to an
improved bound. We present this for completeness in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.1. If the random vector X0 is sub-Gaussian with constant C we find
that for all t > 0 with probability at least 1− exp[−t]
inf
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1, ‖u‖1≤M
‖Xu‖22,n − 1 ≥
−
√
2Cb(1 + 2
√
2 log(C/b))− 16C2t · log(C/b)
3n
where
b := 16min
{
Mδ′n,
√
p
n
}
+
√
2t
n
.
with δ′n := C
√
2 log(2p)
n .
3.1. Bounds for IE‖W‖∞
Inequality (3.1) presents a bound for IE‖W‖∞ assuming Bernstein conditions.
This bound is then invoked in Theorem 3.1. One may derive alternative bounds
for IE‖W‖∞ and adjust the definion of δn in Theorem 3.1 accordingly. For ex-
ample one may impose existence of k-th moments of the entries of X0 where k
is of order log p. The paper [9] presents refined results which we cite in the next
lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let Z1, . . . , Zn be i.i.d. copies of a mean-zero random variable
Z ∈ R and Z¯ := ∑ni=1 Zi/n. Suppose that for some constants κ1 and α ≥ 1/2
one has
‖Z‖k ≤ κ1kα, 2 ≤ k ≤ k0.
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Then for n ≥ kmax{2α−1,1}0 and for all k ≤ k0
‖Z¯‖k ≤ c0 exp[2α− 1]κ1
√
k/n
where c0 is a universal constant.
Corollary 3.1. Suppose that for some constants κ1, η ≥ 2/ log p and α ≥ 1/2
one has
max
1≤j≤p
‖X0,j‖k ≤ κ1kα, 2 ≤ k ≤ k0 := η log p. (3.6)
Then for n ≥ kmax{2α−1,1}0
max
1≤j≤p
‖Wj‖k0 ≤ c0 exp[2α− 1]κ1
√
k0/n,
where c0 is a universal constant. But then
IE‖W‖∞ ≤ c1
√
log p/n
where c1 = c0κ1
√
η exp[2α− 1 + 1/η].
4. Convergence of the compatibility constant and restricted
eigenvalue
An “almost isometric” (in a terminology from [7]) lower bound for the empirical
compatibility constant and empirical restricted eigenvalue follows easily from
Theorem 3.1 as is shown in the next theorem.
Recall that S ⊂ {1, . . . , p} is an arbitrary subset. Let for s := |S|
φ20(L, S) := min{s‖
〈
X0u
〉‖22 : ‖uS‖1 = 1, ‖u−S‖1 ≤ L}.
be the theoretical compatibility constant and
κ20(L, S) := min{‖
〈
X0u
〉‖22 : ‖uS‖2 = 1, ‖u−S‖1 ≤ L‖uS‖1}.
be the theoretical restricted eigenvalue.
Theorem 4.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and using its notation we
find that for all t > 0, with probability at least 1− exp[−t]
φˆ2(L, S)
φ20(L, S)
− 1 ≥ −∆Ln((L+ 1)
√
s/φ0(L, S), t)
as well as
κˆ2(L, S)
κ20(L, S)
− 1 ≥ −∆Ln((L + 1)
√
s/κ0(L, S), t).
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Note that Theorem 4.1 does not depend on the smallest eigenvalue ψ0 of Σ0
nor on its maximal eigenvalue. If ψ0 > 0 one may however want to insert the
bounds φ0(L, S) ≥ κ0(L, S) ≥ ψ0. We refer to the “Asymptotics” paragraph at
the end of this section for a further discussion.
The next issue is whether φˆ(L, S) actually converges to φ0(L, S) and κˆ(L, S)
to κ0(L, S). This part follows easily from the lower bounds of Theorem 4.1 and
convergence of ‖Xu‖22,n−‖
〈
X0u
〉‖22 for fixed values of u, for which in turn we e.g.
would like to have fourth moments. If m > 4, this 4-th order moment condition
follows from m-th order weak isotropy. If however X0 is only m-th order weakly
isotropic for m ≤ 4 we need some other means to check 4-th moments. The next
lemma can be invoked.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that the entries in X0 are Bernstein with constants σX
and KX ≥ σX and that for some constant c0 ≥ 1 and for c1 = 2(1+c0)(KX+σX)
we have
c1M log(2p) ≤ pc0/2.
Then for all u with ‖〈X0u〉‖2 ≤ 1 and ‖u‖1 ≤M we have
‖〈X0u〉‖24 ≤ √2c1M log(2p).
Combining Theorem 4.1 with Lemma 4.1 gives the upper and lower bounds
shown in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that X0 is weakly m-th order isotropic with constant
Cm and that the entries in X0 are Bernstein with constants σX and KX > σX .
For the case m ≤ 4 we assume in addition that for some constant c0 ≥ 1 and
for c1 := 2(1 + c0)(KX + σX)
c1(L + 1)
√
s log(2p) ≤ pc0/2. (4.1)
Define Dm as in (3.2) and ∆
L
n(M, t) as in (3.5). For all t > 0, with probability
at least 1− exp[−t]− 1/t
−∆Ln((L + 1)
√
s/φ0(L, S), t) ≤ φˆ
2(L, S)
φ20(L, S)
− 1 ≤ ∆Un ((L+ 1)
√
s, t)
and
−∆Ln((L+ 1)
√
s/κ0(L, S), t) ≤ κˆ
2(L, S)
κ20(L, S)
− 1 ≤ ∆Un ((L + 1)
√
s, t)
where
∆Un ((L+ 1)
√
s, t) =


c1(L+ 1)
√
s log(2p)
√
2t
n m ≤ 4
min
{
c1(L+ 1)
√
s log(2p), C2m
√
m
2(m−4)
}√
2t
n m > 4
.
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Asymptotics In an asymptotic formulation we assume that the constants
1/φ0(L, S), Cm, σX and KX remain bounded. Then it follows from Theorem
4.2 that under its conditions, as long as (L+ 1)
√
s = o(
√
n/ log p)
φˆ2(L, S) ≥ φ20(L, S)− oIP(1).
If m ≤ 4 , c0 is fixed and (L+ 1)
√
s = o(
√
n/ log p) we find
φˆ2(L, S) ≤ φ20(L, S) + oIP(1).
Similar results hold for the restricted eigenvalue. (Note that for c0 fixed and
p > n condition (4.1) follows from the already imposed condition (L + 1)
√
s =
o(
√
n/ log p).) Thus, in the upper bound an additional
√
log p appears in the
requirement on M . This term can be omitted if m > 4 or if we assume the
entries in X0 are sub-Gaussian instead of Bernstein.
5. Bounds for the compatibility constant and restricted eigenvalue
using the transfer principle
In this section, we assume for simplicity that Σ0 has ones on the diagonal. We
let σˆ2j := Σˆj,j = ‖Xj‖22,n, j = 1, . . . , p where Xj denotes the j-th column of X .
5.1. The transfer principle
The transfer principle given in the next theorem is from [13]. As shown in the
latter paper it can be used to move from the case p ≤ n to p > n assuming
ℓ1-conditions. We will apply this technique here as well, for non-normalized
design in Theorem 5.2 and for normalized design in Theorem 5.3. The results
are compared with [13] in Section 6.
Theorem 5.1. Let A be a symmetric p × p matrix with Aj,j ≥ 0 for all
j ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Let d ∈ {2, . . . , p} and suppose that for all J ⊂ {1, . . . , p} with
cardinality |J | = d and all u ∈ Rp one has
uTJAuJ ≥ 0.
Then for all u ∈ Rp
uTAu ≥ −max
j
Aj,j‖u‖21/(d− 1).
We will invoke the transfer principle via the following corollary (as well as
directly in the proof of Theorem 5.3). The corollary is as in [13] and we state it
here in our notation for ease of reference.
Corollary 5.1. Let M2 ∈ {2, . . . , p} and 0 ≤ ∆ < 1. Consider the events
A :=
{ ‖XuJ‖22,n
‖〈X0u〉J‖22 ≥ 1−∆, ∀ u ∈ Rp, ∀ J ⊂ {1, . . . , p} with |J | ≤M2
}
and, for some ǫ > 0, the event
B :=
{
max
1≤j≤p
σˆ2j ≤ 1 + ǫ
}
.
Then on A ∩ B for all ‖u‖1 ≤M‖
〈
X0u
〉‖2
‖Xu‖22,n ≥ (1− 3∆− 2ǫ)‖
〈
X0u
〉‖22.
To put this corollary to work we insert the first result of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that for some m > 2 the random vector X0 is weakly
m-th order isotropic with constant Cm. Define Dm as in Theorem 3.1. Let for
M2 ∈ {2, , . . . , p}
∆¯Ln(M, t) := Dm
(
16M
(1 +
√
2 log p)√
n
+
√
2t
n
)m−2
m−1
+
8D2m
3
(
t+M2 log p
n
)m−2
m−1
and let, for some ǫ > 0, B be the event
B := { max
1≤j≤p
σˆ2j ≤ 1 + ǫ}.
Then with probability at least 1−exp[−t]−IP(B) uniformly in ‖u‖1 ≤M‖
〈
X0u
〉‖2
‖Xu‖22,n ≥
(
1− 3∆¯Ln(M, t)− 2ǫ
)
‖〈X0u〉‖22.
The above theorem invokes Theorem 3.1 for handling the event A. One may
also use the results in [13] for the case of m-th order strong isotropy (defined in
Definition 6.1) withm ≥ 4 or those which can be deduced from [7] for the casem-
th order weak isotropy with m > 2 (the latter paper does not explicitly treat an
event of the form A). For the case m < 4 for instance the arguments in [7] would
allow to replace ∆¯n(M, t) in Theorem 5.2 (which is of order
[
M
√
log p/n
]m−2
m−1
by a term of order
[
M
√
log p/n log(1/(
√
log p/nM))
]2(m−2)/m
.
Clearly, one can again apply the results to the compatibility constant and
restricted eigenvalue as in Theorem 4.1. This gives the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 5.2 and let (L + 1)2s ∈
{2, . . . , p}. Then with probability at least 1− exp[−t]− IP(B)
φˆ2(L, S)
φ20(L, S)
≥ 1− 3∆¯Ln((L+ 1)
√
s/φ0(L, S), t)− 2ǫ
as well as
κˆ2(L, S)
κ20(L, S)
≥ 1− 3∆¯Ln((L + 1)
√
s/κ0(L, S), t)− 2ǫ.
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5.2. The behaviour of maxj σˆ
2
j
Recall that in Theorem 3.1 the lower bound for inf{‖Xu‖2,n : ‖
〈
X0u
〉‖2 =
1, ‖u‖1 ≤ M} depends on the bound δn for IE‖W‖∞. Bounding IE‖W‖∞ leads
to moment conditions on the entries in X0. The transfer principle now leads to
requiring a bound for maxj σˆ
2
j where σˆ
2
j =
∑n
i=1X
2
i,j/n. The latter is clearly a
more difficult task than the former. In the non-normalized case this appears to
be the price to pay for application of the elegant transfer principle.
We first assume sub-Gaussian tail behaviour in Lemma 5.1 and then moments
up to order log p in Lemma 5.2.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that the entries of X0 are sub-Gaussian with constant C.
Then for all t > 0
IP
(
max
1≤j≤p
|σˆ2j − 1|/(8C2) ≥
√
2 log(2p)
n
+
√
2t
n
+
log(2p)
n
+
t
n
)
≤ exp[−t].
Lemma 5.2. Suppose the conditions of Corollary 3.1 with constants κ1 ≥ 1,
η ≥ 2/ log p and α ≥ 1/4:
max
1≤j≤p
‖X0,j‖k ≤ κ1kα, 2 ≤ k ≤ k0 := η log p.
Then for n ≥ (k0/2)max{4α−1,1} and all t > 0 with probability at least 1− 1/t
max
1≤j≤p
σˆ2j ≤ 1 + c1t2/k0
√
log p/n
where c1 := c0 exp[4α− 1 + 2/η]κ2122α+1
√
η/2 with c0 a universal constant.
For example, when α = 1, the direct approach of Theorem 3.1 requires n ≥
log p (see Corollary 3.1) whereas the transfer principle leads to requiring n ≥
log3 p.
5.3. Normalized design
Define X˜j := Xj/σˆj , j = 1, . . . , p, X˜ := (X˜1, . . . , X˜p) and
Rˆ := X˜T X˜/n.
Thus Rˆ = Dˆ−1/2ΣˆDˆ−1/2 where Dˆ = diag(σˆ21 , . . . , σˆ
2
p). Define for S ⊂ {1, . . . , p}
a set with cardinality s := |S| the (empirical) compatibility constant for nor-
malized design
φ˜2(L, S) := min{suT Rˆu : ‖uS‖1 = 1, ‖u−S‖1 ≤ L}.
Similarly, the (empirical) restricted eigenvalue for normalized design is
κ˜2(L, S) := min{uT Rˆu : ‖uS‖2 = 1, ‖u−S‖1 ≤ L‖uS‖1}.
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In [4] the (theoretical) adaptive restricted eigenvalue is defined as
κ2∗(L, S) := min{‖
〈
X0u
〉‖22 : ‖uS‖2 = 1, ‖u−S‖1 ≤ L√s}.
Clearly κ2∗(L, S) ≤ κ20(L, S). We prove in Theorem 5.3 that the empirical com-
patibility constant φ˜2(L, S) can be bounded from below by the theoretical adap-
tive restricted eigenvalue. The theorem establishes that compatibility needs no
further moment conditions on the entries in X0. If we do assume such moment
conditions on the entries X0,j with j ∈ S, the results can be extended to re-
stricted eigenvalues, as shown in [13] for the case of 4-th order strong isotropy
(defined in Definition 6.1), and as shown in the next theorem.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that for some m > 2 the random vector X0 is weakly
m-th order isotropic with constant Cm. Define Dm as in Theorem 3.1, and let
∆¯Ln(M, t) be defined as in Theorem 5.2. Let, for some ǫ > 0 sufficiently small,
BS and CS be the events
BS :=
{
max
j∈S
σˆ2j ≤ 1 + ǫ
}
, CS :=
{∑
j∈S
σˆ2j /s ≤ 1 + ǫ
}
. (5.1)
Let 0 < ∆ < 1 be arbitrary and define M2(∆) as the largest value of M2 ∈
{2, . . . , p} such that ∆¯Ln(M(∆), t) ≤ ∆ (assuming such a value exists). Define
L(∆, ǫ) := L
√
1 + ǫ/(1−√∆). Then with probability at least 1−exp[−t]−IP(CS)
we have
φ˜2(L, S) ≥ κ
2
∗(L(∆, ǫ), S)
(1 + ǫ)
− (L + 1)
2s
M2(∆)− 1 .
Moreover, with probability at least 1− exp[−t]− IP(BS)
φ˜2(L, S) ≥ φ
2
0(L(∆, ǫ), S)
(1 + ǫ)
− (L + 1)
2s
M2(∆)− 1
and
κ˜2(L, S) ≥ κ
2
0(L(∆, ǫ), S)
(1 + ǫ)
− (L+ 1)
2s
M2(∆) − 1 .
Asymptotics The above theorem shows that when 1/κ∗(L, S) = O(1),
Cm = O(1) and (L + 1)
√
s = o(
√
n/ log p) then also 1/φ˜(L, S) = OIP(1) and
in fact lim infn→∞ φ˜(L, S)/κ∗(L, S) ≥ 1 since κ∗(L, S) is continuous in L and∑
j∈S σˆ
2
j /s = 1 + oIP(n
−m−2
2 ).
6. Related work
Before discussing related work we present the definitions of the concepts used.
Recall that in this paper we require weak isotropy (see Definition 2.4).
Definition 6.1. Let m ≥ 2. The random vector X0 ∈ Rp is strongly m-th order
isotropic with constant Cm if for all u ∈ Rp with ‖
〈
X0u
〉‖2 = 1 it holds that
‖〈X0u〉‖m ≤ Cm.
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Definition 6.2. The random vector X0 ∈ Rp satisfies the L1-L2 property with
constant C if for all u ∈ Rp with ‖〈X0u〉‖2 = 1 it holds that
‖〈X0u〉‖1 ≥ 1/C.
Definition 6.3. The random vector X0 ∈ Rp satisfies the small ball property
with constants C1 > 0 and C2 > 0 if for all u ∈ Rp with ‖
〈
X0u
〉‖2 = 1 it holds
that
P
(|〈X0u〉| ≥ 1/C1) ≥ 1/C2.
It can be shown that for appropriate constants one has (for m > 2)
strong m-th order isotropy⇒ weak m-th order isotropy
⇒ L1-L2 property⇒ small ball property.
E.g. for the last implication see [7].
6.1. Relation of this work with [7] and [13]
The paper [7] obtains lower bounds for the smallest eigenvalue of Σˆ for the
case p ≤ n. Their approach allows one to show that for p ≪ n it holds that
uT Σˆu ≥ (1 − ∆)uTΣ0u uniformly in u ∈ Rp with large probability for some
small ∆. Such a result is not stated explicitly but it is easy to infer. The bounds
in [7] are better than the first result (3.3) of Theorem 3.1. The paper employs
a type of “peeling device” and the fact that for all 0 < a < b
{{x : |xu| > K} : ‖〈X0u〉‖2 = 1, K ∈ (a, b]}
is a VC-class with dimension at most p. If we have “good” bounds for the entropy
for ‖ · ‖2,n of the classes
{{x : |xu| > K} : ‖〈X0u〉‖2 = 1, ‖u‖1 ≤M, K ∈ (a, b]}
their argument can be extended to the case p > n with ℓ1-restrictions. However,
how to derive “good” entropy bounds for such classes is as yet not clear to us.
Both papers [7] and [13] assume m-th order isotropy (defined here in Defini-
tions 2.4 and 6.1). The paper [7] has results with weak isotropy for any m > 2,
whereas [13] assumes strong isotropy with m = 4. The paper [13] shows that by
a transfer principle (described here in Theorem 5.1) a result for p ≤ n can be
invoked to derive that also for the case p≫ n one has uT Σˆu ≥ (1−∆′)uTΣ0u
uniformly in ‖u‖1 ≤MuTΣ0u with large probability for some small ∆′ and not
too large M (generally of small order
√
n/ log p). In the present paper we con-
sider weak isotropy with m > 2 as in [7] and we show by a direct method that
uT Σˆu ≥ (1 − ∆)uTΣ0u uniformly in ‖u‖1 ≤ MuTΣ0u with large probability
for some small ∆. Here, we assume sub-exponential tails for the entries in X0,
or, inserting results from [9], existence of moments up to order log p for these
entries. We compared the result with the one using the transfer principle of [13].
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Our finding is that the transfer principle needs slightly stronger moment con-
ditions. In fact, our direct approach requires a bound for the maximum of the
p Rademacher averages of the columns of X , whereas the approach using the
transfer principle makes it necessary to have a bound for the maximal length of
the p columns of X . Both can be dealt with by assuming higher order moments,
but clearly the Rademacher averages need less moments than the lengths.
The paper [13] shows that when the columns of X are normalized to have all
equal length, then the transfer principle leads to lower bounds for the (empirical)
compatibility constant and (empirical) restricted eigenvalues assuming only 4-th
order strong isotropy and moments of order bigger than 4 for the entries in X0.
We presented this result in Section 5 relaxing 4-th order strong isotropy to m-
th order weak isotropy with m > 2. Moreover, we derive that the compatibility
constant φˆ2(L, S) is positive with large probability assuming only isotropy but
no additional moment assumptions on the entries in X0. Thus, using normalized
design one obtains exact recovery under isotropy only.
6.2. Further related work
In [15] a result of [14] concerning a lower bound for restricted eigenvalues is ex-
tended from the Gaussian case to the sub-Gaussian case. The paper [1] consid-
ers the case of log-concave distributions, which is related to sub-exponentiality
of the vector X0 (the sub-exponential variant of Definition 2.3). The papers
[16] and [7] provide lower bounds for the empirical smallest eigenvalue ψˆ2 :=
min{uT Σˆu : ‖u‖2 = 1} for the case where p is at most n. The paper [16]
uses higher order isotropy conditions (defined in Definitions 6.1 and 2.4) and
the paper [7] uses these too, but they in addition explore small ball properties
(defined in Definition 6.3). The paper [9] considers the null space property and
restricted eigenvalues κˆ2(L, S) invoking small ball properties. Indeed, they show
that small ball properties are very natural requirements when one aims at lower
bounds. With the small ball property one obtains an “isomorphic” bound (we
call this a result of type II in Table 1), that is, in a standard asymptotic frame-
work the lower bound remains strictly smaller than the theoretical counterpart.
Apart from the small ball property the paper [9] needs moment conditions. It
requires the stronger (“sub-Gaussian”) conditions of Lemma 5.2 instead of the
(“sub-exponential”) condition (3.6) of Corollary 3.1. The papers [8] and [9] show
that moment conditions are necessary for exact recovery.
In Table 1 we present a summary of the results in the cited papers in com-
parison with the present paper. Of course it is not possible to make a simple
comparison doing all aspects of the cited papers justice. The summary should
be seen as focussing on what are in our view the relevant differences.
7. The case of (almost) bounded random variables
The bounded case is considered [15] and a reformulation is in [18]. It is shown
there that when ‖X0‖∞ ≤ KX then for a universal constant c1 and for all t > 0,
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[13] [7] [9] pp
isotropy m ≥ 4 m > 2 no m > 2
small ball no yes yes no
conditions on p no p < n no no
sub-Gaussian yes yes no no
normalized yes no no yes
results κ2 ψ2 φ2 κ2 and φ2
type of result I I & II II I
moment conditions:
non-normalized - - sub-Gaussian type sub-exponential type
normalized weak for κ2 - - none for φ2
Table 1
The entry “pp” stands for the present paper. With “isotropy” we mean weak or strong
isotropy. The “sub-Gaussian” results concern the lower tails for quadratic forms. With
“conditions on p” we mean conditions stronger than the asymptotic one log p/n→ 0. The
entries “normalized” stand for normalized design and “non-normalized” for non-normalized
design. The symbols κ2, ψ2 and φ2 are shorthand for restricted eigenvalue, smallest
eigenvalue and compatibility constant respectively. With results of “type I” we mean results
in terms of theoretical counterparts. Results of “type II” are in terms of the constants
occurring e.g. in the small ball property. The “moment conditions” are apart from isotropy
(or small ball properties) those on the entries of X0.
with probability at least 1− exp[−t]
sup
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2≤1, ‖u‖1≤M
∣∣∣∣‖Xu‖2,n − ‖〈X0u〉‖22
∣∣∣∣/c1 ≤MKX
√
log p log3 n+ t
n
+M2K2X
log p log3 n+ t
n
.
Observe this inequality goes both ways, and it does not require higher order
isotropy conditions. On the other hand, the bounds involve an additional log3 n-
factor. If we replace the assumption of bounded random variables by (say) a sub-
Gaussian assumption but do assume strong (say) isotropy we can again use a
truncation argument and obtain an inequality that goes both ways. Admittedly,
the number of log p- and logn-terms increases.
We first present an auxiliary truncation lemma.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose X0 is strongly m-th order isotropic with constant C˜m and
that its components are sub-Gaussian with constant C. Let t > 0 be arbitrary
and let
A(t) := {x ∈ Rp : max
1≤j≤p
|xj | ≤ C(
√
2t+ 2 log(2p) + 2m(logn)/(m− 2))}.
Then for all u with ‖〈X0u〉‖2 = 1
‖(〈X0u〉)l{X0 /∈ A(t)}‖22 ≤ C˜2m exp[−t(m− 2)/m]/n.
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Theorem 7.1. Suppose X0 is strongly m-th order isotropic with constant C˜m
and that its components are sub-Gaussian with constant C. Then for a universal
constant c1 and for all t > 0 with probability at least 1−(1+n−m/(m−2)) exp[−t]
sup
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2≤1, ‖u‖1≤M
∣∣∣∣‖Xu‖22,n − ‖〈X0u〉‖22
∣∣∣∣/c1
≤MC
√
(2t+ 2 log(2p) + 2m(logn)/(m− 2))(log p log3 n+ t)
n
+M2C2
(2t+ 2 log(2p) + 2m(logn)/(m− 2))(log p log3 n+ t)
n
+C˜2m exp[−t(m− 2)/m]/n.
8. Higher order isotropy
If X0 is (strongly or weakly) m-th order isotropic with constant Cm and A
is a q × p matrix, then clearly AX0 is also (strongly or weakly) m-th order
isotropic with constant Cm. In other words, the property is invariant under
linear transformations. The same is true for sub-Gaussianity. In particular, we
have invariance under any permutation of the X0,j.
In the next subsection, we assume that the {X0,j} form a directed acyclic
graph (possibly after some linear transformation) where the noise terms are a
martingale difference array with fixed sub-Gaussian tail behaviour. Then we
extend in Subsections 8.2 and 8.3 the situation where the conditional tail be-
haviour is sub-Gaussian or Bernstein, with constants depending on predictable
random variables. We consider there a filtration {Fj}pj=1 and predictable ran-
dom variables {Vj}pj=1 that satisfy for some constants m > 2 and µm
max
1≤j≤p
‖Vj‖m ≤ µm.
We investigate strong m-th order isotropy. In fact we give explicit expressions
for ‖〈X0u〉‖m in terms of ‖u‖2. This implies strong isotropy if we assume the
smallest eigenvalue ψ20 of Σ0 is positive. Obviously this also implies a bound for
the largest eigenvalue ψ2max of Σ0:
ψ2max ≤ max{‖
〈
X0u
〉‖2m : ‖u‖2 = 1}.
8.1. Directed acyclic graphs
Let X0 be a vector of random variables with mean zero and covariance ma-
trix Σ0 := IEX0X
T
0 . We want to find conditions such that for all u ∈ Rp, with
‖〈X0u〉‖2 = 1 the random variable 〈X0u〉 is sub-Gaussian with constant C.
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We will examine this here for the situation where the graph of X0 has a di-
rected acyclic graph (DAG) structure that is, satisfying (after an appropriate
permutation of the indexes) the structural equations model
X0,1 = ǫ0,1, X0,j =
j−1∑
k=1
X0,kβk,j + ǫ0,j , j = 2, . . . , p (8.1)
where {ǫ0,j}pj=1 is a martingale difference array for the filtration {Fj}p−1j=0 . We
assume X0,j is Fj-measurable, j = 1, . . . , p. We moreover assume that ω2j :=
var(ǫ0,j) = IEvar(Xj |Fj−1) exists for all j. Note that model (8.1) holds when X0
is Gaussian for example. More generally, the standard linear structural equations
model is a special case. The latter model assumes that for j ≥ 2, the noise ǫ0,j
is independent of {X0,k}j−1k=1, and that ǫ0,1, . . . ǫ0,p are independent mean-zero
random variables.
Lemma 8.1. Assume the structural equations model (8.1). Assume in addition
that for some constant C and for all λ ∈ R
IE(exp[λǫ0,j/ωj]|Fj−1) ≤ exp[λ2C2/2], j = 1, . . . , p.
Then X0 is sub-Gaussian with constant C.
The above lemma follows from the fact that its condition implies that the
vector ǫ0 := (ǫ0,1, . . . , ǫ0,p)
T is sub-Gaussian with constant C. If ǫ0 is (strongly
or weakly) m-th order isotropic with constant Cm, then under the structural
equations model (8.1) the vector X0 is also (strongly or weakly) m-th order
isotropic with constant Cm. This follows from the fact that X0 is a linear trans-
formation of ǫ0. One may use the results of the next two subsections to check
isotropy of ǫ0.
8.2. The conditionally sub-Gaussian case
Let {Fj}pj=0 be a filtration and for j = 1, . . . , p, let X0,j be Fj-measurable and
Vj be Fj−1-measurable. We assume that for some m > 2,
max
1≤j≤p
‖Vj‖m := µm <∞.
Lemma 8.2. Suppose that for all j
IE(X0,j |Fj−1) = 0, IE(exp[λX0,j ]|Fj−1) ≤ exp[λ2V 2j /2] ∀ λ ∈ R.
If {Vj}pj=1 is F0-measurable then for all ‖u‖2 = 1
‖〈X0u〉‖m ≤ √2mµm.
For general predictable {Vj} we have for 2 < m0 < m and all ‖u‖2 = 1
‖〈X0u〉‖m ≤√ 2m
m−m0
(
3mΓ(m0/2 + 1)
m−m0
)1/m0
µm.
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8.3. The conditionally Bernstein (or sub-exponential) case
Let as in the previous sub-section {Fj}pj=0 be a filtration and for j = 1, . . . , p,
let X0,j be Fj-measurable and Vj be Fj−1-measurable and satisfying for some
m > 2,
max
1≤j≤p
‖Vj‖m := µm <∞.
As in the previous section, we prove strong isotropy but now under a different
condition.
Lemma 8.3. Suppose that for some constant K and all j
IE(X0,j |Fj−1) = 0, IE(|X0,j |k|Fj−1) ≤ k!
2
Kk−2V 2j , k = 2, 3, . . . .
If the {Vj}pj=1 are non-random, then for all ‖u‖2 = 1
‖〈X0u〉‖m ≤ √2mµm +mK.
If {Vj}pj=1 is F0-measurable we get for all ‖u‖2 = 1
‖〈X0u〉‖m ≤ 21−1/m0√2mµm + 21−1/m0mK.
For general predictable {Vj}pj=1 we have for all 2 < m0 < m and all ‖u‖2 = 1
‖〈X0u〉‖m0 ≤
√
2m
m−m0
(
3mΓ(m0/2 + 1)
m−m0
)m0/2+1
µm+
(
3Γ(m0 + 1)
)1/m0
K.
Note that the conditions of the above lemma imply that the entries in X0
are Bernstein with constants µ2 and K, where µ2 := max1≤j≤p ‖Vj‖2 ≤ µm. In
other words, the conditions of the lemma imply the bound of Theorem 3.1 with
δn = µ2
√
2 log(2p)/n+K log(2p)/n and with m replaced by any m0 < m.
9. Proofs
9.1. Proofs for Section 3
Recall that Theorem 3.1 presents lower bounds for sparse quadratic forms.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For Z ∈ R, and K > 0, we introduce the truncated
version
[Z]K :=


−K, Z < −K
Z, |Z| ≤ K
+K, Z > K
.
We obviously have for any K > 0 and u ∈ Rp
‖Xu‖22,n ≥ ‖[Xu]K‖22,n (9.1)
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where [Xu]K is the vector {[(Xu)i]K : i = 1, . . . , n} with, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
(Xu)i be the i-th component of the vectorXu. Moreover, whenever ‖
〈
X0u
〉‖2 =
1 by the weak isotropy
1− ‖[〈X0u〉]K‖22 ≤ 2CmmK−(m−2)/(m− 2).
Here, we used the formula
1− ‖[〈X0u〉]K‖22 = ∫ ∞
0
IP(|〈X0u〉| >√K2 + t)dt.
We note that
IE sup
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1, ‖u‖1≤M
∣∣∣∣‖[Xu]K‖22,n − ‖[〈X0u〉]K‖22
∣∣∣∣
=
1
K2
IE sup
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1/K, ‖u‖1≤M/K
∣∣∣∣‖[Xu]1‖22,n − ‖[〈X0u〉]1‖22
∣∣∣∣.
Let
Z := sup
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1/K, ‖u‖1≤M/K
∣∣∣∣‖[Xu]1‖22,n − ‖[〈X0u〉]1‖22
∣∣∣∣.
By symmetrization (see e.g. [20], p.108) and contraction ([10], p.112),
IEZ ≤ 2IE sup
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1/K, ‖u‖1≤M/K
∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
ǫi[(Xu)i]
2
1
∣∣∣∣
≤ 8IE sup
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1/K, ‖u‖1≤M/K
∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
ǫi(Xu)i
∣∣∣∣
since the mapping Z 7→ [Z]21 is 2-Lipschitz. Continuing with the last bound, we
will apply
IE sup
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1/K
∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
ǫi(Xu)i
∣∣∣∣ = 1K
√
p
n
for deriving (3.3) and
IE sup
‖u‖1≤M/K
∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
ǫi(Xu)i
∣∣∣∣ = MK IE‖W‖∞ ≤ MK δn
for deriving (3.4). In other words
IEZ ≤ 8
K
min
{
Mδn,
√
p
n
}
.
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Next we apply the concentration inequality of [3] to Z. We get for all t > 0
IP
(
Z ≥ IEZ+ 2t
3n
+
√
2t/n
√
1/K2 + 4IEZ
)
≤ exp[−t]
where we used for ‖〈X0u〉‖2 ≤ 1/K the bound
var([
〈
X0u
〉
]21) ≤ IE[
〈
X0u
〉
]21 ≤ ‖
〈
X0u
〉‖22 ≤ 1/K2.
We invoke that √
2t/n
√
1/K2 + 4IEZ ≤
√
2t/n(1/K + 2
√
IEZ)
≤
√
2t/n
K
+
2t
n
+ IEZ.
This gives for all t > 0
IP
(
Z ≥ 2IEZ+
√
2t/n
K
+
8t
3n
)
≤ exp[−t]
and hence
IP
(
Z ≥ 16
K
min
{
Mδn,
√
p
n
}
+
√
2t/n
K
+
8t
3n
)
≤ exp[−t].
So with probability at least 1− exp[−t]
inf
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1, ‖u‖1≤M
‖Xu‖22,n − 1 ≥ −
2Cmm
(m− 2)Km−2
−16Kmin
{
Mδn,
√
p
n
}
−K
√
2t
n
− 8K
2t
3n
.
We now let
K := [2Cmm ]
1
m−1 b−
1
m−1 ,
where
b := 16min
{
Mδn,
√
p
n
}
+
√
2t
n
.
Then
2Cmm
(m− 2)Km−2 +Kb = Dmb
m−2
m−1 ,
and
8K2t
3n
≤ 8D
2
m
3
(
t
n
)m−2
m−1
.
It follows that with probability at least 1− exp[−t]
inf
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2=1, ‖u‖1≤M
‖Xu‖22,n − 1
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≥ −Dm
(
16min{Mδn,
√
p
n
}
+
√
2t
n
)m−2
m−1
− 8D
2
m
3
(
t
n
)m−2
m−1
.
⊔⊓
Remark 9.1. With assumptions weaker than the weak isotropy assumption used
in the present paper, for example with the L1-L2 property, one can prove lower
bounds along the same lines as for Theorem 3.1. One applies instead of the
truncation inequality (9.1) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 the inequality
‖Xu‖2,n ≥ ‖Xu‖1,n,
where
‖Xu‖1,n = 1
n
n∑
i=1
|(Xu)i|
One can then proceed using the arguments following (9.1) in the proof of The-
orem 3.1 using the Lipschitz property of the absolute value function Z 7→ |Z|.
For results assuming only the small ball property, we refer to [9].
We now provide a proof for the sub-Gaussian case along the same lines as
the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Lemma 3.1.We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem
3.1 for truncation at a value K. Whenever ‖〈X0u〉‖2 = 1,
1− ‖[〈X0u〉]K‖22 ∫ ∞
0
= IP(|〈X0u〉| >√K2 + t)dt
≤ 2
∫ ∞
0
exp[−(K2 + t)/(2C2)] = 4C2 exp[−K2/(2C2)].
We choose
K = C
√
2 log(C/b)
where
b := 16min
{
Mδ′n,
√
p
n
}
+
√
2t
n
.
The result then follows by the same arguments as those used for Theorem 3.1
and inserting that in the sub-Gaussian case one has IE‖W‖∞ ≤ δ′n. ⊔⊓
9.2. Proofs for Section 4
We first proof the “almost isometric” bound for the compatibility constant and
restricted eigenvalue.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Theorem 3.1 we know that uniformly in u with
‖u‖1 ≤M‖
〈
X0u
〉‖2 with probability at least 1− exp[−t]
‖Xu‖22,n ≥ (1 −∆Ln(M, t))‖
〈
X0u
〉‖22.
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If ‖uS‖1 = 1 and ‖u−S‖1 ≤ L we clearly have
‖u‖1 ≤ (L+ 1) = (L + 1)‖uS‖1 ≤ (L+ 1)
√
s‖〈X0u〉‖2/φ0(L, S).
This implies the lower bound for the compatibility constant. If ‖uS‖2 = 1 and
‖u−S‖1 ≤ L‖uS‖1 we again have ‖u‖1 ≤ (L+1)
√
s‖u‖2 ≤ (L+1)
√
s‖〈X0u〉‖2/κ0(L, S)
which implies the result for the restricted eigenvalue.
⊔⊓
We now check the fourth moments, i.e. the second moments of quadratic
forms.
Proof of Lemma 4.1.
One readily sees that each X0,j has Orlizc norm ‖·‖Ψ1 bounded by KX+σX :
IE exp[|X0,j|/(KX + σX)]− 1 ≤ 1, ∀ j.
Hence for all t > 0 and all j
IP(|X0,j | > t(KX + σX)) ≤ 2 exp[−t].
It follows that for all t > 0
IP
(
max
j
|X0,j | > [t+ (1 + c0) log(2p)](KX + σX)
)
≤ exp[−t]/(2p)c0.
Clearly
‖〈X0u〉‖44 = IE|〈X0u〉|4l{max
j
|X0,j| ≤ 2(1 + c0) log(2p)(KX + σX)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=i
+ IE|〈X0u〉|4l{max
j
|X0,j | > 2(1 + c0) log(2p)(KX + σX)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=ii
.
We have for ‖u‖1 ≤M and ‖
〈
X0u
〉‖2 ≤ 1
i ≤ (2(1 + c0)M)2(KX + σX)2 log2(2p)IE‖
〈
X0u
〉‖22
≤ (2(1 + c0)M)2(KX + σX)2 log2(2p).
Now for a random variable Z satisfying for all t > 0 IP(|Z| > bt + K/2) ≤
c exp[−t] for certain constants b, c and K
IEZ4l{|Z| > K} = IE(Z4 −K4)l{|Z| > K}+K4IP(|Z| > K)
=
∫ ∞
0
IP(Z4 > t+K4)dt+K4IP(|Z| > K)
≤
∫ ∞
0
IP(Z > (t/8)1/4 +K/2)dt+K4IP(|Z| > K).
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Here we used that (t1/4 +K)4 ≤ 8(t+K4) and 81/4 ≤ 2. So we get
IEZ4l{|Z| > K} ≤ 8b4
∫ ∞
0
IP(Z > bs+K/2)ds4 +K4IP(|Z| > K)
≤ 8b4c
∫ ∞
0
exp[−s]ds4 + cK4 = (8× 4!)b4c+ cK4 exp[−K/(2b)]
≤ (4b)4c+ cK4.
Apply this to |Z| := max1≤j≤p |X0,j |. Then we can take b = (KX + σX), c =
1/(2p)c0 and K = 2(1 + c0) log(2p)(KX + σX). We find
IE max
1≤j≤p
|X0,j|4l{ max
1≤j≤p
|X0,j | > 2(1 + c0) log(2p)(KX + σX)}
≤ [4(KX + σX)]4/(2p)c0 +
(
2(1 + c0) log(2p)(KX + σX)
)4
/(2p)c0
≤
(
2(1 + c0) log(2p)(KX + σX)
)4
/pc0
since log(2p) ≥ 1 and hence 2(1 + c0) log(2p) ≥ 4. But then
ii ≤M4IE
(
max
1≤j≤p
|X0,j|4{ max
1≤j≤p
|X0,j | > 2(1 + c0) log(2p)(KX + σX)}
)
≤ [2(1 + c0)M ]4(KX + σX)4 log4(2p)/pc0
≤ [2(1 + c0)M ]2(KX + σX)2 log2(2p)
where in the last step we invoked the assumption of the lemma. We conclude
‖〈X0u〉‖44 ≤ i+ ii ≤ 2[2(1 + c0)M ]2(KX + σX)2 log2(2p).
⊔⊓
As a result, we can now obtain lower and upper bounds for the compatibility
constant and restricted eigenvalue.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We only need to prove the upper bounds as the
lower bounds are from Theorem 4.1. Let s := |S| and let u∗ be defined by
φ20(L, S) := s‖
〈
X0u
∗〉‖22.
Then
φˆ2(L, S) ≤ s‖Xu∗‖22,n = φ20(L, S) + s
(
‖Xu∗‖22,n − ‖
〈
X0u
∗〉‖22
)
.
But by Chebyshev’s inequality, for all t > 0
IP
(
‖Xu∗‖22,n − ‖
〈
X0u
∗〉‖22 >
√
t
n
‖〈X0u∗〉‖24
)
≤ 1/t.
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Insert the bound of Lemma 4.1 for ‖〈X0u∗〉‖4/‖〈X0u∗〉‖42 or, in the case m > 4,
the bound
‖〈X0u∗〉‖44 ≤ C4m + ∫ ∞
C4m
IP(|〈X0u∗〉| ≥ t1/4)dt
≤ C4m + Cmm
∫ ∞
C4m
t−m/4dt = C4mm/(m− 4).
This gives that with probability at least 1− 1/t
s
(
‖Xu∗‖22,n − ‖
〈
X0u
∗〉‖22
)
≤ s‖〈X0u〉∗‖22∆Un ((L+ 1)√s, t)
= φ20(L, S)∆
U
n ((L+ 1)
√
s, t).
The result for the restricted eigenvalue follows in the same way. ⊔⊓
9.3. Proofs for Section 5
We use the transfer principle to obtain lower bounds for sparse quadratic forms.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We apply result (3.3) of Theorem 3.1 to
inf{‖XuJ‖2,n − 1 : ‖
〈
X0uJ
〉‖2 = 1}.
where J is a fixed subset of {1, . . . , p} with |J | ≤ M2. There are at most pM2
such subsets. Hence, by the union bound and replacing in the expression (3.3)
of Theorem 3.1 the value p by M2 and t by t +M2 log p we have that with
probability at least 1− exp[−t]
‖XuJ‖22,n ≥
(
1− ∆¯Ln(M, t)
)
‖〈X0uJ〉‖22 ∀ u ∈ Rp, ∀ |J | ≤M2.
The result follows now from Corollary 5.1.
⊔⊓
To handle the event B = {maxj σˆ2j ≤ 1 + ǫ} we gave two lemmas. Here are
their proofs.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Recall we assumed in the beginning of Section 5 that
‖X0,j‖2 = 1 for all j. The assumption that the X0,j are sub-Gaussian implies
‖X0,j‖Ψ2 ≤ 2C.
Hence
IE|X0,j |2k ≤ k!(4C2)k
and so
IE|X20,j − IEX20,j|k ≤ 2k−1k!(4C2)k =
k!
2
(8C2)k.
By Lemma 14.13 in [4] we find
IP
(
max
1≤j≤p
|σˆ2j − 1|/(8C2) ≥
√
2 log(2p)
n
+
√
2t
n
+
log(2p)
n
+
t
n
)
≤ exp[−t].
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⊔⊓
Proof of Lemma 5.2. The moment conditions imply that
max
1≤j≤p
‖X20,j‖k = max
1≤j≤p
‖X0,j‖22k ≤ κ21(2k)2α = κ2122αk2α, 1 ≤ k ≤ k0/2.
But then
max
1≤j≤p
‖X20,j − 1‖k ≤ κ2122αk2α + 1 ≤ κ2122α+1k2α, 1 ≤ k ≤ k0/2.
We therefore have by Lemma 3.2
max
1≤j≤p
‖σˆ2j − 1‖k0/2 ≤ c0 exp[4α− 1]κ2122α+1
√
k0/(2n).
It follows that(
IE max
1≤j≤p
|σˆ2j − 1|k0/2
) 2
k0 ≤ p 2k0 c0 exp[4α− 1]κ2122α+1
√
k0/(2n)
= c0 exp[4α− 1 + 2/η]κ2122α+1
√
η log p/(2n) := c1
√
log p/n.
But then by Chebyshev’s inequality, for all t > 0
IP
(
max
1≤j≤p
σˆ2j − 1 ≥ c1t2/k0
√
log p/n
)
≤ 1/t.
⊔⊓
Here is the proof for the case of normalized design.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Consider the event
A :=
{
‖XuJ‖22,n ≥ (1−∆)‖
〈
X0uJ
〉‖22, ∀ u ∈ Rp, J ⊂ {1, . . . , p}, |J | ≤M2(∆)
}
Then on A, by the transformation u 7→ Dˆ−1/2u,
uTJ RˆuJ ≥ (1−∆)uJDˆ−1/2Σ0Dˆ−1/2uJ ,
for all u ∈ Rp, J ⊂ {1, . . . , p}, |J | ≤M2(∆). The diagonal of
Dˆ−1/2(Σˆ− (1−∆)Σ0)Dˆ−1/2
is non-negative on A and less than or equal to 1. So on A by the transfer
principle (Theorem 5.1) we know for all u ∈ Rp with ‖u‖21 ≤ (L + 1)2 that
uT Rˆu ≥ (1−∆)uT Dˆ−1/2Σ0Dˆ−1/2u− (L+ 1)
2
M2(∆)− 1 .
We now note that
inf
‖uS‖1=1, ‖u−S‖1≤L
uT Dˆ−1/2Σ0Dˆ−1/2u = inf∑
j∈S σˆj |uj |=1,
∑
j /∈S σˆj |uj |≤L
uTΣ0u.
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But on CS ∑
j∈S
σˆj |uj| ≤ (
∑
j∈S
σˆ2j )
1/2‖uS‖2 ≤
√
s(1 + ǫ)‖u‖2.
Moreover on A ∑
j /∈S
σˆj |uj| ≥ (1−
√
∆)‖u−S‖1.
Hence
inf
‖uS‖1=1, ‖u−S‖1≤L
uT Dˆ−1/2Σ0Dˆ−1/2u ≥ inf
‖uS‖2≥1/
√
s(1+ǫ), ‖u−S‖1≤L/(1−
√
∆)
‖〈X0u〉‖22
= inf
‖uS‖2≥1/
√
s(1+ǫ), ‖u−S‖1≤L/(1−
√
∆)
‖〈X0u〉‖22
‖uS‖22
‖uS‖22
≥ inf
‖uS‖2=1, ‖u−S‖1≤L
√
s(1+ǫ)/(1−√∆)
‖〈X0u〉‖22
s(1 + ǫ)
=
κ2∗(L
√
1 + ǫ/(1−√∆), S)
s(1 + ǫ)
.
The further bounds on the event A ∩ BS follow in the same way.
⊔⊓
9.4. Proofs for Section 7
We show that a vector X0 which is m-th order strongly isotropic and has p
sub-Gaussian entries is up to constants “almost bounded” by
√
log(2p).
Proof of Lemma 7.1. The sub-Gaussianity implies that for all j and all
s > 0
P (|X0,j |/C ≥
√
2s) ≤ 2 exp[−s].
We find
P
(
max
1≤j≤p
|X0,j |/C ≥
√
2t+ 2 log(2p) + 2m(logn)/(m− 2)
)
≤ 2p exp[−(t+ log(2p) + 2m(logn)/(m− 2))] = exp[−t]n− mm−2 .
The proof is finished by applying the inequality
‖(〈X0u〉)l{X0 /∈ A(t)}‖22 ≤ C˜2m
(
P (X0 /∈ A(t))
)m−2
m
.
⊔⊓
If we have n independent copies of a vector X0 which is m-th order strongly
isotropic and has p sub-Gaussian entries these n×p variables are up to constants
“almost bounded” by
√
log(np). For such bounded random variables, we now
prove to have uniform convergence of the empirical norm.
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Proof of Theorem 7.1. Let A := A(t) be defined as in Lemma 7.1. Recall
the notation
‖f(X)‖22,n :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
f2(Xi)
so
‖(Xu)l{X ∈ A}‖22,n :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
((Xu)i)
2l{Xi ∈ A}.
Write
‖Xu‖22,n − ‖
〈
X0u
〉‖22 = ‖(Xu)l{X ∈ A}‖22,n − ‖(〈X0u〉)l{X0 ∈ A}‖22
+‖(Xu)l{X /∈ A}‖22,n − ‖(
〈
X0u
〉
)l{X0 /∈ A}‖22
We have
IP
(
‖(Xu)l{X /∈ A}‖22,n 6= 0
)
= IP(∃ i : Xi /∈ A)
= IP( max
1≤i≤n
max
1≤j≤p
|Xi,j | ≥ σX(
√
2t+ 2 log(2p) + 2m log(n)/(m− 2))
≤ n− mm−2 exp[−t].
Moreover, by the method in [18], for a universal constant c1 with probability at
least 1− exp[−t]
sup
‖
〈
X0u
〉
‖2≤1, ‖u‖1≤M
∣∣∣∣‖(Xu)l{X ∈ A}‖2,n − ‖(〈X0u〉)l{X0 ∈ A}‖22
∣∣∣∣/c1
≤MσX
√
(2t+ 2 log(2pn))(log p log3 n+ t)
n
+M2σ2X
(2t+ 2 log(2pn))(log p log3 n+ t)
n
.
⊔⊓
9.5. Proofs for Section 8
First comes the result for directed acyclic graphs.
Proof of Lemma 8.1. We may write X0 = X0B + ǫ0 where B = {βk,j}
with βk,j = 0 for k ≥ j. Thus X0(I − B) = ǫ0 so it suffices to show that ǫ0 is
sub-Gaussian with constant C. Note that for k 6= j, say k < j
IE(ǫ0,jǫ0,k) = IE
(
ǫ0,kIE(ǫ0,j|Fj−1)
)
= 0.
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We let Ω2 := diag(ω21 , . . . , ω
2
p). Suppose that ‖Ωu‖2 = 1. Then for all λ ∈ R
IE exp[λǫ0u] = IE exp[λ
p∑
j=1
ǫ0,juj] ≤ exp[λ2C2
p∑
j=1
u2jω
2
j /2]
= exp[λ2‖Ωu‖22C2/2] = exp[λ2C2/2].
Hence, using e|x| ≤ ex + e−x, for all λ ≥ 0,
IE exp[λ|ǫ0u|] ≤ 2 exp[λ2C2/2].
⊔⊓
We now prove isotropy under conditional sub-Gaussian assumptions.
Proof of Lemma 8.2. We clearly have for all λ ∈ R and all u ∈ Rp
IE
(
exp
[
λ
〈
X0u
〉− λ2 p∑
j=1
u2jV
2
j /2
]∣∣∣∣F0
)
≤ 1.
If the {Vj}pj=1 are F0-measurable this gives
IE(exp[λ
〈
X0u
〉
]|F0) ≤ exp
[
λ2
p∑
j=1
u2jV
2
j /2
]
.
We now use that (see e.g. [4], Lemma 14.7)
IE(|〈X0u〉|m|F0) ≤ (m
λ
+
λ
∑p
j=1 u
2
jV
2
j
2
)m
,
and we choose λ =
√
2m/(
∑p
j=1 ujVj)
1/2. This gives
IE(|〈X0u〉|m|F0) ≤ (2m)m/2( p∑
j=1
ujVj)
m/2.
But then
IE|〈X0u〉|m ≤ (2m)m/2‖u‖m2 µmm.
For the case where {Vj}pj=1 is predictable, we use that
IE
(
exp
[
λ
〈
X0u
〉− λ2 p∑
j=1
u2jV
2
j /2
])
≤ 1.
and hence by standard arguments, for any positive a and b
IP
( |〈X0u〉|
‖u‖2µm ≥ a,
∑p
j=1 u
2
jV
2
j
‖u‖22µ2m
≤ b2
)
≤ 2 exp[−a2/(2b2)].
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Choosing a = b
√
2m log b and b = es/m gives
IP
( |〈X0u〉|
‖u‖2µm ≥ e
s/m
√
2s,
∑p
j=1 u
2
jV
2
j
‖u‖22µ2m
≤ e2s/m
)
≤ 2e−s.
We thus find
IP
( |〈X0u〉|
‖u‖2µm ≥ e
s/m
√
2s
)
≤ 3e−s.
We have
IE|〈X0u〉|m0
‖u‖m02 µm0m
=
∫ ∞
0
IP
( |〈X0u〉|
‖u‖2µm > t
1/m0
)
dt
=
∫ ∞
0
IP
( |〈X0u〉|
‖u‖2µm > e
s/m
√
2s
)
d(es/m
√
2s)m0
≤ 3
∫ ∞
0
e−sd(es/m
√
2s)m0
= 3
∫ ∞
0
(es/m
√
2s)m0e−sds
= 3(2m0/2)
(
m
m−m0
)m0/2+1
Γ(m0/2 + 1).
⊔⊓
The final proof concerns isotropy under conditional sub-exponential assump-
tions.
Proof of Lemma 8.3. We invoke the inequality
log IE exp[Z] ≤ IEe|Z| − 1− IE|Z|
(see e.g. Lemma 14.1 in [4]) which holds for a random variable Z ∈ R with mean
zero. Moreover
IEe|Z| − 1− IE|Z| =
∞∑
k=2
IE|Z|k/k!.
By the Bernstein condition one readily sees that for all λ ∈ R and u ∈ Rp with
|λ|K‖u‖2 < 1
IE
(
exp
[
λ
〈
X0u
〉− λ2 p∑
j=1
u2jV
2
j /(2(1− |λ|K‖u‖2)
]∣∣∣∣F0
)
≤ 1.
If the {Vj}pj=1 are F0-measurable this gives
IE(exp[λ|〈X0u〉|]|F0) ≤ exp[λ2 p∑
j=1
u2jV
2
j /(2(1− |λ|K‖u‖2)
]
.
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So then (see e.g. [4], Lemma 14.7) for 0 < λ < K‖u‖2
IE(|〈X0u〉|m|F0) ≤ (m
λ
+
λ
∑p
j=1 u
2
jV
2
j
2(1− λK‖u‖2)
)m
.
Now choose
1
λ
= K‖u‖2 +
(∑p
j=1 u
2
jV
2
j
2m
)1/2
.
Then we get
IE(|〈X0u〉|m|F0) ≤ (√2m( p∑
j=1
u2jV
2
j )
1/2 +m‖u‖2K
)m
.
This implies the result for non-random {Vj}pj=1. If they are F0-measurable we
find
IE|〈X0u〉|m ≤ 2m−1(√2m‖u‖2µm)m + 2m−1(m‖u‖2K)m.
If the {Vj}pj=1 are only predictable, we use that for all positive a and b and
for K˜ := K/µm
IP
( |〈X0u〉|
‖u‖2µm ≥ b
√
2a+ K˜a,
∑p
j=1 u
2
jV
2
j
‖u‖22µ2m
≤ b2
)
≤ 2 exp[−a].
Write a = s and b = es/m to find that
IP
( |〈X0u〉|
‖u‖2µm ≥ e
s/m
√
2s+ K˜s,
∑p
j=1 u
2
jV
2
j
‖u‖22µ2m
≤ e2s/m
)
≤ 2 exp[−s]
and so
IP
( |〈X0u〉|
‖u‖2µm ≥ e
s/m
√
2s+ K˜s
)
≤ 3 exp[−s].
It follows that
IE
( |〈X0u〉|
‖u‖2µm
)m0
=
∫ ∞
0
IP
( |〈X0u〉|
‖u‖2µm ≥ t
1/m0
)
dt
≤ 3
∫ ∞
0
(
es/m
√
2s+ K˜s
)m0
e−sds.
But ∫ ∞
0
(
es/m
√
2s
)m0
e−sds = (2m0/2)
(
m
m−m0
)m0/2+1
Γ(m0/2 + 1)
and ∫ ∞
0
(
K˜s
)m0
e−sds = K˜m0Γ(m0 + 1).
Hence by the triangle inequality
‖〈X0u〉‖m0
‖u‖2µm ≤
√
2m
m−m0
(
3mΓ(m0/2 + 1)
m−m0
)m0/2+1
+ K˜
(
3Γ(m0 + 1)
)1/m0
.
⊔⊓
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